WINE LIST

Note to our guest
st

On the 1 of April 2010, The Indonesia Government replaced the luxury tax on imported alcoholic beverage with
an excise tax. The old luxury import tax cost consumers between 40% and 150% of the declared value of the
alcohol beverage. The new increased excise tax varieties between 140% and 600% depending on the type and cost
of the beverage of choice. Unfortunately and understandably this new tax leave everyone frustrated and in some
cases very upset. This new tax does not just affect imported alcoholic beverage ; it has also been applied to all
locally produced alcoholic-wines, beers, etc.
This increase in tax is being seriously protested by alcoholic beverage product, hotels, restaurant, and the national
tourism sector. We are hoping that the voices of reason will eventually prevail and that this situation will be
rectified in the foreseeable future.
We at Munduk Moding Plantation Nature Resort and Spa try to manage this situation as best as we can and
apologize for the price that must be changed in order to pay the exorbitant excise tax. We hope this will not leave
you with a bad impressionof Bali.
Thank you for your understanding.

Red Wines
Wine

Origin

Vintage grape

Price

Cape Discovery

South Africa 2013

Cabernet/
Sauvignon/Merlot

290

Australia/Bali 2016

Shiraz

330

Aystralia/Bali 2016

Carbenet Merlot

330

Deep red purple in colour, with
vibrant blackcurrent and plum
fruit
aromas and hints of pencil shavings
and vanillian oak. Food pairing:
Beef, Lamb, Spicy Foods and
Poultry.

Two Island Shiraz
A full bodied red; vinified in Bali on
American oak from Australian
grapes, rich dark colour, luscius
texture and soft tannins; great
accompaniment to a variety of
grilled meats and vegetables dhises

Two Island Carbenet
A full bodies red, vinified in bali
on
French oak from Australia
grapes;
a wonderful complement to
strongly flavoured Balinese and
Indonesian meat dishes as well as
red meats and hard cheese

JJ McWilliam's Shiraz

Australia 2014

Shiraz

Medium bodied, plum and cherry
fruit with spicy vanilla, fresh and
balanced; best paired with grilled
meats and vegetable dishes

Price in thousand of Rupiah, exclusive of 21% Tax and Service charge

385

